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QUESTION ONE: (120 points) 
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READING: For items (1-30), read each one carefully then choose from A, B, C or D to 
complete the correct answer. 
1) Finding work in a crowded job market can be challenging sometimes, especially for 

graduates who do not have any work experience. Many employers are looking for 
people with a proven track record in a particular area of work. However, you need to 
have a job in order to get experience. Doing an internship is a good way to get around 
this problem. Internships provide work experience for university students, graduates 
and people considering career changes. Although they are not usually paid, interns 
do get many benefits. The most important benefit is considered to be the opportunity 
to get valuable work experience. 

………………………………. means overcome or find a solution to. 
A) crowded  B) experience  C) valuable  D) get around 

2) It was a company that provides financial products – savings and pensions, mostly. At 
first I just ‘shadowed’ different people, watching what they were doing. Then I did 
quite a lot of checking for them – you know, checking their calculations. When I went 
back in the summer, I was in the sales department. My job was to follow up web 
enquiries, and send out further information to possible clients. I enjoyed it, and I 
wouldn't have had that opportunity if I hadn't done the work experience first. 
The question which is answered by the text above is ……………………..   
A. What kind of company was that, and what did you do there? 
B. What did you most enjoy about the degree? 
C. How long have you been studying Business Studies? 
D. What exactly have you studied over those four years? 

3) Give talk to people means ………………………..! 
A) informal discussion     B) show speech     C) formal speech     D) send speech 

4) My grandfather has ……………in his fingers, so he sometimes finds it difficult to write. 
A) ailment  B) arthritis   C) migraine  D) allergies 

5) Mr Shahin is a true ………… that he knows about many creative and scientific fields. 
A) polymath  B) chemist  C) arithmetic  D) physician 

6) What job ……………………. do students have when they qualify?  
A) prospects  B) seminar   C) full-time  D) undertake 
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7) The experiment requires participants to operate a driving ………………………. while 
carrying out separate tasks at the same time.  

A) function  B) memory   C) experience D) simulator 

8) The word "fertile" means agriculturally …………………. that produces more than 
enough food for the fast-growing population.  
A) productive           B) production              C) produced           D) productively 

9) Scientists have ………………. invented a prosthetic hand with a sense of touch.  
A) successfully  B) succeed   C) successful  D) success 

10) The 20th century ……………….. our life style in so many aspects. 
A) revolution  B) revolutionised  C) revolutionarily D) revolutionary 

11) Is learning ……………………. useful for learning multiple languages?  
A) linguistics  B) linguistically  C) linguist  D) linguistic 

12) Some vaccines are not …………………………….. for young people. 
A) recommend       B) recommendable    C) recommending D) recommendation 

13) Salma had her car …………………………. since it stopped working. 
A) is repaired  B) repaired   C) was repaired D) will repair 

14) Most people feel happy when they ………………………..   
A) had been appreciated   B) are appreciated   C) appreciated   D) has appreciated  

15) In writing, using bullet points is listed under the criteria of writing a ………………. 
A) report  B) essay  C) blog  D) formal essay 

16) We use the Past Perfect to talk about ……………………………... 
A) Actions that will happen before a specific moment in the past. 
B) Actions that happened after a specific moment in the past. 
C) Actions that happened before a specific moment in the past. 
D) Actions that happened before or after a specific moment in the past. 

17) In 1943 CE, the chairman of a ‘business machines’ company was wrong! Since then, 
there ……………..…. a technological revolution.  
A) have been  B) has been   C) was  D) were 

18) Is it ……………… to do after-school activities in Japan and south Korea ……………. 
A) compulsory/? B) campulsory/.  C) compulsary/. D) cumpulsory/? 

19) Ali ibn Nafi’s the one …………….. established the first music school in the world. 
A) when   B) which   D) whose  D) who 

20) We practice English in our free time …………………. possible. 
A) as much as   B) as more as   C) as often as  D) as few as 
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21) They sent me to China when I was still quite young. If only the company 

……………………. that the Chinese respect age and experience more than youth! 
A) had realised  B) realise  C) realises  D) will have realised 

22) Khalid worked really hard for several years, so he became a manager. 
The sentence which has a similar meaning to the one above is. 
A) After Khalid became a manager, he had worked really hard for several years. 
B) Before Khalid became a manager, he has worked really hard for several years. 
C) Before Khalid became a manager, he had worked really hard for several years. 
D) Before Khalid becomes a manager, he had worked really hard for several years. 

23) “On social media, you should only connect to people you know well.”  
The sentence which has a similar meaning to the one above is.  

A) He told me that on social media, I should only connect to people I know well. 
B) He told me that on social media, she should only connect to people he knows well. 
C) He told me that on social media, I should only connect to people I will know well. 
D) He told me that on social media, I shall only connect to people I am known well. 

24) We couldn’t go to the stadium since there weren’t any tickets left. 

The underlined phrase suggests ……………………. 
A) disagreement B) opposition  C) agreement  D) cause 

25) If you have a permission to do something, this means you have the …………….  
A) black light  B) red light  C)  green light D) blue light 

26) To know …………….. dangers of the Internet, you need to attend some courses.   
A) above  B) about  C) with  D) around 

27) The boy ………………..…… Sheikh Hamdan’s attention with his invention – a prosthetic 
limb for his father.  
A) got      B) caught   C) took  D) spent 

28) Sami recites some verses from the Holy Quran whenever he feels cross. 
What synonym can replace the underlined word in the sentence above? 
A) laundry   B) contradictory  C) angry  D) hangry   

29) Study the following sentences and identify the type of rhetorical device used: 
“The calm lake was a mirror.” 

A) onomatopoeia B) simile C) metaphor   D) personification 

30) My sister is really good ………………………. drawing and painting. 
A) at   B) on   C) in   D) about 
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QUESTION TWO: (27 points) 
Read the following article carefully and then in your ANSWER BOOKLET answer all the 
questions that follow. Your answer should be based on the article. 

 
Most doctors used to be sceptical about the validity of homoeopathy, acupuncture 

and other forms of complementary medicine. If patients wanted to receive this kind of non-

conventional treatment, they used to have to consult a private practitioner who was likely 

not to have a medical degree. However, in recent years, the perception of this type of 

treatment has changed. These days, many family doctors study complementary medicine 

alongside conventional treatments, and many complementary medicine consultants also 

have medical degrees. 
  

Critics used to say that there was no scientific evidence that non-conventional 

treatments actually worked, now it is more common for medical experts to recognise that 

conventional medicine may not always be the only way to treat an ailment. 
 

Complementary medicine cannot be used for all medical treatments. It can never 

substitute for immunisations as it will not produce the antibodies needed to protect against 

childhood diseases. It also cannot be used to protect against malaria. 
 

A doctor said, "I will always turn to conventional medical treatment first to ensure that 

no underlying condition is missed. However, the idea of complementary treatments is no 

longer an alien concept. In my opinion, it should work alongside modern medicine, and not 

against it." 

1. There are two pieces of evidence which show that people’s perception of 
complementary medicine has changed over time. Write these pieces of evidence down. 

(6 points) 

 
2. In your answer booklet, write down two forms of non-conventional treatments. 

(6 points) 
 

3. Find a word in the text which means “a system of complementary medicine in which 
fine needles are inserted in the skin at specific points.”  (4 points) 

 
4. What is the reference of the underlined word? (4 points) 

 

5. Complementary medicine has gained wide recognition all over the world. Think of this 
statement and in two lines give your point of view.  (7 points) 
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QUESTION THREE: (33 points) 
(A) Read the following article carefully and then in your ANSWER BOOKLET answer all 
the questions that follow. Your answer should be based on the article. 
 

My name is Fatima Musa and I have worked as an interpreter for five years. Many 

students have emailed me about my work because they want to know what it would be like 

to do my job. So here is my reply. I have always been fond of languages. My father worked 

in many different countries when I was young and we usually travelled with him. When we 

visited a country, I always wanted to learn the language. At school I was very good at English. 

Therefore, I decided on a career as an interpreter. My job now involves going to important 

conferences and seminars around the world. When a person speaks in English at a 

conference, I listen to what they say through headphones. I then translate into Arabic while 

the speaker is talking. I give the translation through headphones to other people at the 

meeting. This means that anyone in the room who speaks Arabic can understand what 

people are saying. 
 

Is it an easy job? Not at all. English is not the same in all English-speaking countries. 

For example, the English words that are used in India are sometimes different to the words 

that people use in the UK, the USA or Australia. As well as knowing regional English, you also 

need to know a lot of specialist language. Some of the words that are used to talk about 

business, science or law, for example, make it almost a different language! 
 

 

1. The text discusses a job experience of a person, Who is this person? (5 points) 

2.  What does the underlined pronoun refer to? (4 points) 

3. Based on the text, what tool does interpreters use to hear what they need to 
translate? (5 points) 
 

4. Write the two sentences which Fatima used as a response when she was asked about 
her job easiness. (6 points) 

 

5. Do you think you have the necessary qualifications to be an interpreter? Would you 
like to be an interpreter? Why/Why not? (7 points) 
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(B) Literature Spot (6 points) 

Read the following lines from Around the world in eighty days carefully, then answer the 
questions that follow. 

The train stopped at eight o’clock, in the midst of a glade some fifteen miles beyond Rothal, 
where there were several bungalows and workmen’s cabins. The conductor, passing along 
the carriages, shouted, ‘Passengers will get out here!’ 

1. What kind of house is a bungalow? 

2. The quotation above mentioned a transportation means. What is that transportation 
means? 
_____________________________________________________________ 

QUESTION FOUR: (20 points) 
In your ANSWER BOOKLET, write a composition of about 120 words on ONE of the 

following: (20 points) 

1. It is thought that by the end of this decade, doctors will have discovered how to cure colds 

and flu. It is also said that in thirty years’ time, scientists will have found a cure for cancer. 

Write an essay discussing the benefits of these advances on humanity. 

 

2. Most people tend to use social media to read about everyday news rather than referring 

to reliable news sources such as Jordan TV and Almamlakah TV. Write an essay expressing 

your point of view on this and discuss the advantages and disadvantages of referring to 

unreliable news sources rather than reliable ones. 
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